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ABSTRACT

Introduction: Estimating respiratory syncyt‑
ial virus (RSV) burden in adults is challenging 
because of non‑specific symptoms, infrequent 
standard‑of‑care testing, resolution of viral shed‑
ding before seeking medical care, test positivity 
that varies by specimen site in the upper airway 
and lower diagnostic test sensitivity compared 
to children. Conducting prospective observa‑
tional studies to assess RSV burden in adults is 
time‑ and resource‑intensive. Thus, model‑based 
approaches can be applied using existing data to 
obtain more accurate estimates of RSV burden. 

This protocol establishes essential elements for 
estimating RSV incidence rate in adults using a 
time series model‑based approach. It can be tai‑
lored to specific databases and applied globally 
across countries, enabling estimation of local 
RSV disease burden to inform public health deci‑
sion‑making, including immunization policy.
Methods: Data are analysed using a quasi‑Pois‑
son regression model, considering the effect of 
baseline trends and pathogen co‑circulation, 
stratified by age and risk status. Pathogen co‑cir‑
culation is represented by viral proxies defined 
based on ICD code groupings indicating RSV 
and influenza‑specific hospitalizations, lagged 
0 up to 4 weeks based on the model selection. 
A final model is constructed in two steps: opti‑
mization of the time trend (using p‑values) and 
selection of the viral proxy lag time (using test 
statistics, to prioritize the most biologically 
plausible option). The yearly incidence rate and 
percentage of events attributable to RSV are esti‑
mated from the final model. Confidence inter‑
vals are calculated using residual bootstrapping.
Planned Outcomes: Outcomes to be modelled 
are based on administrative ICD code groupings 
and include the number of cardiorespiratory, 
respiratory and cardiovascular events in a spe‑
cific care setting (e.g., general practitioner visit, 
emergency department visit, hospitalization 
and death). Cardiovascular events are limited 
to those for which existing evidence suggests 
an association with RSV infection. Additional 
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secondary outcomes are constructed as a subset 
of the primary outcomes based on specific ICD 
code groups.

Keywords: Disease burden; Time series analysis; 
Emergency department visits; General practitioner 
visits; Hospitalization; Mortality; Respiratory 
syncytial virus

Key Summary Points 

Respiratory syncytial virus (RSV) is a com‑
mon cause of respiratory tract infections, 
leading to hospitalisations and mortality 
especially in young children and older adults 
with underlying medical conditions.

The burden of RSV in adults is underesti‑
mated because of non‑specific symptoms, 
lack of standard‑of‑care testing and lower 
test sensitivity compared to young children, 
particularly when using a single diagnostic 
specimen.

Quantifying the burden associated with 
RSV in adults is challenging and time‑ and 
resource‑intensive, but this information is 
vital for public health decision‑making.

This protocol presents a statistical modelling 
approach to estimate RSV disease burden in 
adults, which is adaptable to various data 
types and allows for consistent analysis across 
countries and settings.

The protocol proposes four event types (gen‑
eral practitioner visits, emergency depart‑
ment visits, hospitalizations and deaths) 
for which four primary and nine secondary 
outcomes are defined using International 
Classification of Diseases (ICD) codes.

INTRODUCTION

Background

Respiratory syncytial virus (RSV) is a common 
cause of respiratory tract infections in chil‑
dren and adults, leading to hospitalizations 
and death, especially in infants, older adults 
and those with underlying medical conditions 
[1–3]. The typical clinical presentation in adults 
varies from mild disease to severe lower respira‑
tory tract infection (LRTI) and includes chronic 
respiratory and cardiac disease exacerbations 
as well as other cardiac manifestations [4]. RSV 
epidemics occur seasonally, primarily in colder 
months in temperate climates [5].

Quantifying RSV incidence among adults 
is challenging since the symptoms associated 
with RSV infection usually overlap with other 
respiratory illnesses, especially infections with 
influenza and other respiratory viral pathogens. 
Other factors, including the resolution of viral 
shedding before seeking medical attention, the 
lack of standard‑of‑care testing for RSV when 
presenting to medical care facilities, the use 
of case definitions that exclude some RSV ill‑
ness (e.g., influenza‑like illness or community‑
acquired pneumonia) and the low diagnostic 
capacity and high cost of polymerase chain reac‑
tion (PCR) testing, also contribute to the under‑
estimation of RSV incidence in adults [6–8]. 
Furthermore, PCR testing of a single respiratory 
swab (e.g., nasal/nasopharyngeal) has reduced 
sensitivity in older adults compared to children 
likely because of lower viral loads in their secre‑
tions, inconsistent sampling procedures and 
other factors [9, 10]. Consequently, several alter‑
native time series model‑based approaches have 
been increasingly used to assess RSV incidence 
retrospectively in settings with limited standard‑
of‑care testing [6, 11–29].

These approaches involve fitting regres‑
sion models to time series data extracted from 
real‑world data (RWD), such as claims or elec‑
tronic health records (EHRs), concerning out‑
comes potentially associated with RSV (e.g., res‑
piratory hospitalizations). The models link the 
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temporal variability in a pathogen, represented 
though a viral proxy (e.g., RSV‑related ICD‑
coded hospitalizations), with the variability in 
the outcome variable to estimate the proportion 
of events associated with that pathogen. While 
doing so, the model accounts for baseline sea‑
sonality and co‑circulation of other large sea‑
sonal contributors to the studied outcomes (e.g., 
influenza). A recent meta‑analysis (US) demon‑
strated that application of time series models to 
RSV yields RSV‑related incidence estimates com‑
parable to those obtained in prospective studies 
(236 and 282 per 100,000 person‑years, respec‑
tively, among adults aged ≥ 65 years). However, 
estimates based on RSV‑specific ICD codes were 
substantially lower (1 to 5 per 100,000 person‑
years), suggesting that the time series models 
account for undiagnosed RSV‑related events 
[30].

Linear regression, Poisson regression and 
negative‑binomial regression are examples of 
common model‑based approaches. Occasion‑
ally, more advanced methodologies, such as 
generalized additive models or hierarchical 
Bayesian regression, have been used [26, 31]. 
Furthermore, different modelling approaches 
use diverse definitions of outcome, risk status 
stratification and the time lag between viral 
activity and outcome. These differences under‑
score the necessity for a general framework to 
estimate RSV disease incidence from RWD. Such 
a framework is crucial for producing consistent 
estimates of RSV disease incidence across various 
studies using different databases.

RSV vaccines have been recently licensed to 
prevent lower respiratory tract disease caused by 
RSV in older adults such as those aged ≥ 60 years 
[32, 33]. Accurate local RSV incidence data are 
vital to inform decisions on public health policy 
such as those debated by vaccine technical com‑
mittees. As setting up a prospective, cohort study 
to establish RSV burden in adults is time‑ and 
resource‑intensive, this generic protocol outlines 
a time series model‑based method to estimate RSV 
disease incidence, encompassing general practi‑
tioner (GP) visits, emergency department (ED) 
visits, hospitalizations and deaths, that can be 
already available and used across countries. The 

central components of this generic protocol are 
anticipated to be tailored to specific local data‑
bases, forming the final protocols for country‑
specific studies. This strategy facilitates method‑
ological harmonization across countries and an 
integration of best practices.

Objectives

The primary objective of the studies using this 
generic protocol is to estimate population‑based 
RSV incidence and mortality rates in adults. As a 
first step in this process, studies aim to estimate 
population‑based RSV‑attributable incidence rates 
of cardiorespiratory, respiratory and cardiovas‑
cular events identified from GP/outpatient, ED, 
hospital and death registries, stratified by age and 
risk status (when applicable). In addition, studies 
could also aim to estimate the RSV‑attributable 
incidence rate of events associated with a subset 
of the primary outcomes stratified by age and risk 
status (when applicable).

METHODS

Study Design

This is a retrospective database analysis in which 
data are modelled with a time series quasi‑Poisson 
regression to assess the incidence of RSV disease. 
The study has been implemented in Spain, Ger‑
many, Canada and Italy. A consistent study design 
is employed, with adaptations made based on 
data availability, for each country participating 
in the study.

Sample Selection

The study population includes females and males 
aged 18 years or older who reside in the geograph‑
ical areas captured by the selected databases. The 
study period starts after 2009 and ends before 
2020, to exclude pandemics that are expected 
to distort RSV surveillance and incidence. Study 
period spans multiple years, as the year‑to‑year 
variability is essential in estimating the burden of 
RSV disease through modelling.
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Sample Size

This is an observational study without specify‑
ing a priori test hypothesis. Therefore, sample 
size calculations are not applicable.

Measurements

Covariates included in the models as independ‑
ent variables are time and viral proxies for RSV 
and influenza. Stratifying variables are age 
group and (when applicable) risk status.

Viral Proxies

Depending on data availability, viral proxies 
can be derived from hospital or surveillance 
data. The testing frequency of viral surveil‑
lance systems has been predominantly driven 
by influenza activity rather than RSV (or res‑
piratory virus activity as a whole). Therefore, 
such systems may underestimate the circula‑
tion of RSV by testing less frequently during 
peak RSV activity. Also, many of these systems 
are based on influenza‑like illness case defini‑
tions requiring fever, which is less commonly 
seen in RSV. As our model primarily aims to 
estimate medically attended RSV burden, we 
use hospital‑based viral proxies where possible, 
as this allows the proxy to be directly derived 
from the healthcare system whose outcomes 
we are assessing and avoids any geographic 
mismatch that might arise from the use of 
sentinel viral surveillance data. The proxies 
seek to accurately track the relative level of 
viral activity in the community, so the abso‑
lute value of the activity is less important than 
consistent measurement across the year to 
accurately track relative trends. On this basis, 
as has been done in other studies [6, 29, 31], 
we use pediatric RSV activity for the RSV activ‑
ity proxy as testing is frequent among young 
children, allowing for consistent measurement 
of RSV activity. They are represented by the 
number of RSV‑related hospitalizations (ICD‑
10 codes: B97.4, J21.0, J12.1, J20.5, J21.9 or 
ICD‑9 codes: 079.6, 466.11, 480.1, 466.1) in 
children < 2 years. Because the vast majority 

of bronchiolitis cases and hospitalizations in 
children < 2 years are related to RSV [34, 35], 
the more generic bronchiolitis code (J21.9 or 
466.1) is included in the RSV proxy to accom‑
modate for the reduction in RSV testing during 
the peak and tail of the season, which we have 
observed in administrative databases in several 
countries. For influenza, the largest burden and 
most consistent testing is among older adults, 
so we use influenza‑specific hospitalizations 
(ICD‑10 codes: J09‑J11 or ICD‑9 codes: 487, 
488) in adults ≥ 65 years as has been done in 
other studies [13].

Time lags of 0 up to 4 weeks between the viral 
proxy and the outcome of interest are consid‑
ered during model building to account for delays 
between changes in viral proxy detection and 
the number of events. For GP visits, potential 
time lags are shortened (0–2 weeks) to reflect the 
expectation that this would be the first source of 
care in most cases.

Stratifying Variables

Proposed age groups are 18–44  years, 
45–64 years, 65–79 years and ≥ 80 years, but can 
be adapted to country‑specific vaccination rec‑
ommendations and data availability.

Risk factors for RSV are identified as the pres‑
ence of at least one comorbidity code (Supple‑
mentary Materials, Table 3) within 1 year prior 
to the event. Low risk is defined as the absence 
of any comorbidity codes. Due to limited knowl‑
edge of risk factors for severe RSV disease [3], risk 
factors for influenza are used to develop the set 
of comorbidity codes [36]. Data on the risk sta‑
tus should be obtained from the same database 
as the outcome data.

Planned Outcomes

The generic protocol proposes four types of 
events: GP visits, ED visits, hospitalizations and 
deaths. A GP visit is defined as a visit to a GP. An 
ED visit is defined as a visit to a medical treat‑
ment facility specialized in emergency medicine, 
not leading to hospitalization. A hospitalization 
is defined as an overnight stay in a hospital.
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The protocol proposes four primary outcomes: 
all cardiorespiratory (broad), selected cardiores‑
piratory (narrow), all respiratory and all cardio‑
vascular events (see Supplementary Materials, 
Table 1). Both broad and narrow cardiorespira‑
tory event definitions are considered to differ‑
entiate between the full group of respiratory and 
cardiovascular events and the selected cardiores‑
piratory codes most likely to be associated with 
RSV, as recommended by experts and existing 
literature [3, 4]. For the ICD outcome grouping, 
both primary and secondary diagnoses are used, 
as has been done in other studies [18, 22, 23, 31], 
to obtain a more comprehensive assessment of 
RSV‑attributable events. This strategy is elected 
because the use of primary diagnosis only has 
been shown to underestimate the LRTI burden 
[37]. For deaths, outcome groups are defined 
using the underlying cause of death. If data on 
all‑cause death are available, a sensitivity analysis 
could be conducted in which outcome groups are 
defined using all reported causes of death.

In addition to the primary outcomes, nine sec‑
ondary outcomes are selected, based on literature 
review and usefulness for policy assessment, to 
provide more specific estimates that can be used 
for economic evaluation [4]. The following sec‑
ondary outcomes, composed of a subset of the pri‑
mary outcomes and defined by ICD code groups, 
are incorporated: influenza or pneumonia, bron‑
chitis or bronchiolitis, chronic lower respiratory 
diseases, upper respiratory diseases, chronic heart 
failure exacerbations, ischaemic heart diseases, 
arrhythmias, cerebrovascular diseases and myo‑
carditis (see Supplementary Materials, Table 2).

Data Requirements

The minimum data to be collected from each 
country‑specific study include (1) outcomes 
(as defined above); (2) viral proxies (as defined 
above); (3) age group, for stratification by age 
groups; (4) risk status (if available), for further 
stratification by risk status.

Data are obtained from diverse sources, 
including national/regional registries or claims/
EHRs from different care settings, such as GP/
outpatient, ED, hospital and death registries.

Outcome data should be aggregated at least 
monthly, ensuring sufficient variability for sea‑
sonal modelling, and should have a well‑defined 
catchment population (denominator) accu‑
rately representing the region/country studied, 
enabling incidence calculations. If the system 
does not have complete capture of the events 
in the catchment area, well‑delineated adjust‑
ment factors should exist (e.g., a scaling factor to 
weigh up/down specific age groups). Risk status 
information should be extracted from the data 
sources from which outcome data are obtained, 
as the prevalence of risk factors is expected to 
differ by event type. To obtain risk‑specific inci‑
dence rates, the catchment population should 
also be available stratified by risk status.

Preparation of Time Series Data

Data are aggregated weekly (or monthly) by 
age group and (if applicable) risk status. If cells 
with low counts (i.e., below the country‑specific 
limit to guarantee anonymity, usually 5) are 
suppressed, a random number within the sup‑
pressed range (e.g., 1–4) is imputed to complete 
the time series. A shell table for constructing 
time series of the outcome data is given in the 
Supplementary Materials, Table 4.

Viral proxy data are extracted from hospi‑
tal registries as discussed above and should be 
aggregated at the same level as the modelled 
outcome data (i.e., weekly or monthly). Shell 
tables for the weekly and monthly viral proxy 
data are given in the Supplementary Materials, 
Tables 5 and 6.

Data Analysis

Each country‑specific study should establish a 
Statistical Analysis Plan (SAP) adapted to the 
country‑specific data before initiating data anal‑
ysis. The example of the country‑specific SAP for 
Spain is provided in the Supplementary Mate‑
rials. Quality control of the analysis scripts is 
planned before analysing the data. An example 
of country‑specific scripts can be obtained from 
the authors upon request.

Descriptive statistics summarize the num‑
ber of events for each year, both overall and 
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stratified by age group and (if applicable) risk 
status. The observed number of events is plot‑
ted over time for each outcome stratified by age 
group and risk status (e.g., respiratory hospitali‑
zations for adults aged 18–45 years with high‑
risk conditions) to evaluate if a seasonal trend is 
visually present, hence qualifying the data for 
seasonal modelling.

The weekly (or monthly) number of events is 
modelled separately for each outcome and each 
stratum (age group and, when applicable, risk 
status) using a quasi‑Poisson regression model 
to allow for potential overdispersion. The iden‑
tity link function is chosen to reflect the most 
plausible biological relation between viral cir‑
culation and the event occurrence. Seasonal 
variations in the number of events are captured 
by the periodic time trends represented by sine 
and cosine terms with weekly (period = 52.143) 
or monthly (period = 12) periodicity. The ape‑
riodic time trends are reflected by a polynomial 
up to the fourth order. The seasonal terms are 
included in the model to accurately model the 
outcome (e.g., all respiratory events), not the 
viral proxy (e.g., RSV). RSV enters the model as a 
covariate; therefore, the regional pattern of RSV 
should not affect the suitability of this model‑
ling approach. The viral activity is represented 
by appropriately lagged viral proxies for RSV 
and influenza. Although we anticipate a shorter 
lag for influenza than for RSV, we allowed the 
model to select the most suitable time lag for 
each pathogen.

Assume that the (weekly/monthly) num‑
ber of events follows a Poisson distribution: 
Nr.eventst ∼ Poisson(�t .θ) with t = 1, 2, 3, . . .T 
the running week and T the total number of 
weeks in the study period, then the expected 
number of events E(Nr.eventst ) = �t and the 
variance Var(Nr.eventst ) = �t .θ , with θ the over‑
dispersion parameter. For weekly data, �t is speci‑
fied as follows:

where β0 is the expected number of baseline 
events, βk

(

k = 1, . . . , 4
)

 are coefficients associated 
with aperiodic time trends while βq

(

q = 5, . . . , 8
)

 
are coefficients corresponding to yearly and 
half‑yearly time trends. The effect of pathogen 
l ( l = 1, . . . ,L with L the total number of patho‑
gens under consideration) is represented by the 
coefficient β8+l associated with the appropriately 
lagged activity of pathogens VP1, . . . , VPL , with 
ml = 0, 1, . . . ,M  and M the maximally allowed 
time lag (2 or 4, depending on the outcome).

The expected number of monthly events is 
specified as follows:

where β0 , βk
(

k = 1, . . . , 4
)

 and βq
(

q = 5, 6
)

 are 
defined as above, and the effect of pathogen 
VP1, . . . , VPL is represented by the coefficients 
β6+l(l = 1, . . . ,L).

The model‑building procedure consists of 
two steps: first, identify the appropriate order 
of the aperiodic time trend; second, determine 
the proper lag of the viral proxies. In the first 
step, the model is fitted with only time trends 
(periodic and aperiodic time trends with all four 
polynomials). The periodic time trends are fixed 
to reflect the biological plausibility of seasonal 
trends of the data, while the order of the aperi‑
odic time trend ( 

∑4
k=1 βk.t

k ) can be reduced up 
to first order (α = 0.05). In the second step, each 
(lagged) proxy variable is included in the model 
from step‑1 one at a time. The variable with the 
highest test statistic is selected for inclusion into 
the model. Using test statistics instead of P val‑
ues is preferred to facilitate the assumption that 
the viral activity is biologically implausible to 

�t = β0 +

4
∑

k=1

βk.t
k
+ β5.sin

(

2π .t

52.143

)

+ β6.cos

(

2π .t

52.143

)

+ β7.sin

(

4π .t

52.143

)

+ β8.cos

(

4π .t

52.143

)

+

L
∑

l=1

β(8+l).VPl(t−ml)

�t = β0 +

4
∑

k=1

βk.t
k
+ β5.sin

(

2π .t

12

)

+ β6.cos

(

2π .t

12

)

+

L
∑

l=1

β(6+l).VPlt
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protect against the outcomes of interest [16, 38]. 
Once a pathogen is included in the model, this 
step is repeated with the variables corresponding 
to the rest of the pathogens until one (lagged) 
variable for each pathogen is included in the 
final model.

Model fit is assessed visually by investigating 
the plots of observed versus estimated number 
of events over time, as there is no readily avail‑
able numeric goodness‑of‑fit measurement. The 
number of events attributable to RSV is calcu‑
lated as the difference between the expected 
number of events from the full model and those 
from the model without the RSV term (by set‑
ting the coefficient associated with RSV to zero). 
The yearly incidence rates of events attributable 
to RSV are calculated as the annual number of 
events attributable to RSV divided by the corre‑
sponding denominators (multiplied by 100,000). 
Depending on the database, the denominators 
are either the age‑ and risk‑specific (if applicable) 
census population or the number of individuals 
captured within the registered nationally rep‑
resentative databases. The confidence intervals 
around the estimates are obtained using residual 
bootstrapping with 1000 bootstrapped samples 
[39]. Given the considerably large number of 
bootstrapped samples, the incidence rates are 
assumed to be normally distributed with a mean 
equal to the estimated IR. Results are presented 
with IRs and their 95% confidence intervals 
(CIs). When risk‑ and age‑specific analyses are 
performed, the corresponding IR in combined 
age‑ and/or risk‑specific populations is calcu‑
lated as the sum of the number of events attrib‑
utable to RSV across risk groups and age groups 
divided by the sum of the corresponding popu‑
lation sizes (multiplied by 100,000).

To have a broad overview of the disease bur‑
den, the yearly percentage of the number of 
events attributable to RSV is derived as the pro‑
portion of the yearly number of events attribut‑
able to RSV out of the yearly number of observed 
events (presented as percentages).

While the primary analysis for this study is 
based on the frequentist framework in all coun‑
tries, the analysis could also be conducted in a 
Bayesian framework. This framework has the 
advantage of easily incorporating prior knowl‑
edge in parameter estimation (e.g., forcing the 

RSV parameter to be minimally zero to reflect 
the assumption that RSV is not likely to protect 
against the outcomes of interest) and obtaining 
the posterior mean with its 95% credible interval 
without the need for additional analyses such 
as bootstrapping. However, a Bayesian model 
comes with the risk of experiencing difficulties 
in obtaining convergence and, when conver‑
gence is obtained, a considerable runtime. Given 
the potential benefit of such analyses, weighted 
against their limitations, the Bayesian model 
similar to that proposed by Zheng et al. [31] is 
used as a sensitivity analysis to assess the impact 
of the selected framework on the primary out‑
comes in the first two countries.

STRENGTHS AND LIMITATIONS

This is the first protocol to present a unified 
approach for conducting a time series model‑
based study to estimate RSV burden in adults, 
applicable across countries using diverse data 
sources (GP/outpatient, ED, hospital and death 
registries). It is implemented in multiple coun‑
tries, enabling uniform estimation of sympto‑
matic RSV infection incidence rates in adults 
across different age and risk groups. This model‑
based study is cost‑efficient as it can use existing 
data and can easily be implemented in multi‑
ple countries or specific regions. This facilitates 
comparison and/or combination of results across 
countries to better understand the global RSV 
burden in adults. To support the credibility of 
the results, the findings generated by applying 
this protocol should be compared to any exist‑
ing country‑specific estimates as well as to the 
existing pooled estimates from the meta‑anal‑
ysis which pools prospective studies adjusted 
for diagnostic testing under ascertainment 
and model‑based studies [1, 30]. Findings from 
country‑specific studies could help policymakers 
better evaluate the impact of RSV infection on 
public health.

Although the proposed methodology is prac‑
tical and straightforward to apply, it has some 
limitations. The main limitation is the availabil‑
ity of high‑quality data. For example, when ana‑
lysing hospital data, the fixed number of beds 
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could affect hospitalization rates, and the path‑
ogen diagnosis data indicating RSV and influ‑
enza circulation could be affected by the limited 
testing capacity [25]. In addition, working with 
administrative data comes with the risk of both 
under‑ and overestimation of the observed or 
recorded number of outcome events. For exam‑
ple, underestimation could result from omission 
of cardiorespiratory ICD codes when in fact such 
a diagnosis was involved in the hospitalization. 
Overestimation could result from inaccurate 
ICD codes being assigned such as for rule‑out 
diagnosis.

The models used to estimate the RSV‑attrib‑
utable number of events include viral prox‑
ies for RSV and influenza as has been done 
in most published time series studies, which 
implicitly assumes that these are the only two 
pathogens that show a relevant association 
with the outcome of interest. If relevant asso‑
ciations between other pathogens (currently 
not included) and the outcome of interest exist 
and pathogen‑specific time series data are avail‑
able, they could be integrated into the model by 
including additional viral proxies, as was done 
for RSV and influenza. However, even without 
explicitly modelling these potentially relevant 
pathogens, they would to a great extent be 
indirectly accounted for in the proposed model 
through the periodic component and overdis‑
persion parameter.

While the proposed quasi‑Poisson model is 
expected to be stable and bear minimal compu‑
tational burden for seasonal data, it is expected 
to encounter difficulties converging or accu‑
rately estimating RSV‑attributable burden when 
data do not show a clear seasonal pattern. This 
may be the case for an outcome of interest in 
a particular country for a particular age group.
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